
Sunset City
Background

Because of its location at the crossroads of 
East and West, Constantinople was a 
diverse city with many influences.  One of 
these was the influence of Islamic 
architecture, which featured the repetition 
of geometric patterns, arches, domed 
roofs, and narrow towers, known as 
minarets. Many Byzantine cities featured 
buildings with these elements, mirroring 
Muslim cities further to the East.  The Hagia 
Sophia in Constantinople is one of the most 
famous of these!



This presentation shows how to make two versions of the city: a sunset 
silhouette (bottom of picture)  or a night sky cityscape (top of picture). 
Choose one, or make both! Be sure to share your amazing artwork with your 
EC and/or bring to the next virtual meeting to share!

For either project you will need: 

11 X 17 Template (city outline, available at the Annex)
11 X 17 white construction paper (only for silhouette)
11 X 17 black construction paper
Yellow, orange, & red watercolor paint, paintbrush and water
Glue
Scissors
A pencil
White chalk or chalk pen (for the night sky cityscape)
Black marker (optional)



Sunset Silhouette:
1. On the white paper, 

brush horizontal bands of 
watercolor all the way 
across the page. Start 
with yellow on the top, 
use orange in the middle, 
and red on the bottom 
third. Use plenty of water 
to blend and create a 
washed effect. 



Sunset Silhouette
2. Cut out the cityscape template, around the outside edge only.   3. Trace around 
the template onto the black paper with a pencil, being sure to line up the bottom 
edges of both papers.



Sunset Silhouette
4. Cut out the silhouette traced onto the black paper. At this point, you can also cut 
out windows and doorways, if you wish, to let more “light” shine through.



Sunset Silhouette
5. Glue the silhouette onto the watercolored paper, again making sure the bottom 
edges line up.  At this point, you can add words or details with black marker. Mine 
shows the five pillars of Islam, to acknowledge the influence of Islamic architecture 
on the city. (Notice the arches, domes, and minarets?)



Night Sky Cityscape
1. Start by washing over the template page 

with watercolor paint. Paint a horizontal 
band of yellow across the top, orange in 
the middle, and end with red toward the 
bottom. Paint all the way to the edges of 
the page, making sure to use plenty of 
water to blend the colors. (It’s okay if 
they run together!)



Night Sky Cityscape
2. Cut around the outside edges of the city.

3. Glue the city onto the black paper, making sure the bottom edges line up.



Night Sky Cityscape
4. Now it’s time to decorate the night sky with stars, using white chalk or a white 
chalk pen.  My night sky also features words I felt represented some of the things 
the city of Constantinople offered its citizens, such as security, faith, stability, and 
learning. 


